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For households, water supply, power supply, pipeline gas
and centralized heating are necessaries to maintain the
normal life of a family. For Chinese urban families, water,
electricity, gas, warm services are often provided by different
government utility companies. Aimed at the shortage of the
manual measurement of the above mentioned services‘
consumptions, a new mechanism using network metering
devices is proposed in this paper. Based on the general
network measurement mechanism and through analysis, this
paper proposes using meter communication network as the
public communication network of various metering devices,
forming wireless mesh network by metering devices,
constituting a virtual private network by the power
company’s network, and accessing to metering network
based on SCEP protocol and certificates of devices. Under
this new network measurement mechanism, a network
routing optimization strategy, a data acquisition protocol
based on IPv6 and a mesh network management system are
designed, and preliminary experiments have been carried
on. Experimental results show that the proposed mechanism
can realize functions through the network, including the
control of multi-measuring devices, topology discovery, data
acquisition, fulfilling the multi-meter data acquisition system
via network.

Keywords: Energy internet, four-in-one meters, wireless
mesh network, virtual private network, SCEP.

1. Introduction

For residents, water supply, power supply, pipeline gas
and centralized heating are essential in normal life of
the family. These social public services may be

provided by varied entities in different countries and regions.
For Chinese urban families, water, electricity, gas, warm
service are usually supplied by different government utility
companies [1].

In order to ensure the accurate measurement of the
consumption of various public services and to promote
energy conservation and emission reduction, Chinese urban
residents are promoted to utilize corresponding meters for
measurement of household water, electricity, gas, and warm.
However, the management of these industries are separated,
and the work is carried out independently according to their
own industry management model and technical standards,
thus resource sharing cannot be formed and workload of
meter data acquisition is great, although there are many
similarities in their meter data acquisition mode.

As meters for water, electric energy, gas and warm own
different needs in measurement and security, household
water, warm and gas meters are generally installed interiorly,
while electric energy meters installed in the outdoor. Meter
data acquisition personnel has to copy dosage by checking
every meter inconveniently, entering and exiting each house.
The efficiency of such meter data acquisition method is low,
and the labour intensity is large, also may mistakes the data.
On the other hand, commuting time is not the same due to
different household work and rest time. For instance, it is
common that the house owner may be away on a business
trip. As a consequence, meter data acquisition personnel
often go empty road., affecting the overall meter data
acquisition and charging schedule. In addition, as a result of
distinct living habits, residents’ personalized demands are
more and more, as well as consciousness of privacy protection
and security, increasing difficulties in data acquisition
personnel entering the users’ home, influencing the efficiency
and service quality of meter data acquisition and charging.

The above problems could be solved by connecting
corresponding measuring devices through the communication
network, thus realizing automatic data transmission. The
utilization of transmission network measurement system can
gain timely and reliable access to the users’ usage data, also,
providing a variety of means for users to pay through remote
network. Thus reduces a large number of time cost for users
who must go to the relevant company for payment in the
traditional way, while for companies the services cost in the
traditional way can also be saved. However, as automatic
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meter data acquisition systems of
different utility companies operate
according to their respective industry
management and data collection
method, there is a fatal flaw: four
different sets of automatic meter data
acquisition systems run at the same
time within a unit area. Such a
measurement model is not only a waste
of resources, increasing the cost of
construction, but also easily leads to
inter system interference. Therefore, in
order to solve the problem of
residential automatic meter data
acquisition, we have to break the
barriers of these four kinds of industry
management modes and transform
these four meter data acquisition
problems into one meter data
acquisition problem, and establish a
complete set of automatic meter data
acquisition system to unify their
automatic meter data acquisition,
charging and management. We design

Fig.1 Architecture of the four-in-one measuring network

and implement a network measurement system supporting
many utility companies, different metering and remote
payments, as well as a high efficiency and reliable network
architecture.

2. System architecture design
Electricity meters communicate through power line carrier
using power lines, thus no need to lay extra lines to connect
the entire residents. Therefore, the four-in-one communication
channel utilizes the communication channels provided by
electricity meter systems. The network meters will upload the
collected water, electricity, gas and heating data to their
respective administrative departments; these departments will
also transport their commands through the networked
electricity measurement system to their respective
measurement meters. This acquisition and management
mechanism break barriers of the separate management among
water, electricity, gas and warm.

Since that the majority of the meters support the RS-485
interface or M-bus interface, the M-bus is adopted as the
unified measurement procedures interface. 6LoWPAN, a
wireless low-power network, is used for networking different
meters within a family. Then, wireless meshes are utilized for
network construction of multiple families’ electrical networks.
And next, access to the networked measurement system of
the power company is achieved through electric meters with
power line carrier or wireless broadband. The architecture is
illustrated in Fig.1.

AMI is an integration of many information technologies,
including wired technologies, such as fiber optics, power line

communication (PLC); as well as wireless communication
technologies, such as mobile technologies (3G, 4G, LET),
WiMAX, ZigBee, Wi-Fi[2-5]. Due to different communication
standards, there are a lot of heterogeneous networks in AMI,
which lead to low efficiency, poor stability and low one-time
meter data acquisition success rate. To improve these
charistics, a new AMI architecture based on IPv6 is proposed.
AMI with IPv6 enables the communication network to run on
TCP/IP protocol, which greatly improves the compatibility [6-
9]. The AMI structure of smart grid is improved to support a
variety of metering devices, as shown in Fig.2.

3. Security architecture and protocol design
Due to the demand of establishing a networked measurement
system for a number of metering devices of different public
service enterprises in a single network, a typical requirement
is that different management entities should establish their
own virtual network and certification center to achieve safety
and independent management.

802.1x IEEE is a port based access control protocol, which
is widely used to solve the problem of wireless local area
network access authentication. In the process of
authentication, all information is encapsulated by the
extensible authentication protocol (authentication protocol
extensible, EAP) to ensure the security of information
transmission on the network. It achieves access control
through port switch. Before passing the authentication, the
user can only connect with the server through an open and
non-controlled port without access restrictions, and cannot
access other resources in the network except for
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authentication. After the user successfully pass the
authentication, the server sets up a logical channel on the
controlled port. The user can access the network resources
through the logical channel.

AMI is a wireless sensor network, which can support the
802.1x IEEE protocol to authenticate the access equipment.
In the 802.1x IEEE protocol, it is EAP that plays a decisive
role in the authentication method. However, existing EAP
authentication methods are not suitable for AMI system.
EAP-MD5 (Message-Digest5) is a one-way authentication
method, and thus cannot provide the client and server mutual
authentication. EAP-TLS (Level Security TransPort) is an
authentication method based on two-way certificate.
However, it requires complex operations such as four
handshakes and so on in the process of certification. In
addition, EAP-TLS needs to install and maintain certificates
at both ends of the client and server, imposing a heavy
workload on the administrator. There are a lot of studies on
IEEE 802.1x authentication, for example, Park K.Y. et al in [10]
analysed the IEEE 802.1x protocol for mobile routing in
wireless local area network security vulnerabilities, and put
forward the trusted platform module to solve this problem. K
H Chi et al. in [11] proposed a Fast Handoff security
architecture for wireless mesh networks.

SCEP is a certificate-based authentication protocol
developed by Cisco, which binds user identity, and the public

terminals (such as smart electric vehicles) certification
requirements are considered. Furthermore, this article designs
a concrete network security architecture which may be used
for commerce directly according to the proposed
authentication method. In a word, based on the IEEE 802.1x
SCEP protocol, this paper replaces the original EAP
authentication method with SCEP, and design a detailed
network security and authentication architecture, which may
be directly used commercially.

The proposed design authenticates users through SCEP,
and assigns the metering devices and network devices of
different utilities to a group of independent virtual networks
which are independent of other enterprises. As shown in
Fig.3. The mesh node is consisted of a plurality of electric
energy meters, composing the network transmission system
of the four-in-one meter data acquisition system. Different
measurement meters access the communication network via
electricity meters, and then access different virtual networks
by their SCEP certificates. These different virtual networks
access distinct IPv6 tunnels to access diverse access
networks, realizing the isolation and security access of the
virtual networks.

The extended 802.1x IEEE protocol authentication method
based on SCEP protocol works as the secure authentication
method in the security architecture proposed in this paper, in
which measurement terminals, including various meters, are

Fig.2 Integrated architecture of smart metering based on AMI

key together with the digital certificate
generated in an end entity, and then
uses the PKCS#7 protocol to encrypt
the communication. In addition, the
SCEP certificate registration process is
completed online, allowing for
automatic registration of certificate,
releasing the administrator from such
work. SCEP is widely used in network
authentication process.

802.1x IEEE can achieve effective
isolation of resources in the wireless
network through the control of the
port, providing a solution for the
isolation of AMI network resources. In
this paper, the EAP protocol in the
802.1x IEEE protocol is improved,
posing the utilization of SCEP to
replace the original EAP authentication
method, to meet the new certification
requirements in the four-in-one
networked measurement system. Not
only the long-term fixed access smart
grid terminals’ (such as smart meters,
etc.) certification requirements are
taken into account, but also the
temporary access to mobile smart grid
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the end entities of the SCEP protocol. The RA is router with
high processing capacity, to deal with applications for SCEP
certifications submitted by the network measurement
terminals. The CA authentication server is placed behind a
firewall. And thus the firewall filters source IP address,
destination IP address and the data protocol to ensure that
CA server only receives packets with allowed IP addresses
from network terminals and SCEP protocols, reducing the risk
of CA server being intruded.

Extended 802.1x IEEE protocol authentication method is
expanded mainly using processes of certificate authority and
certificate registration occurring in SCEP protocol. This
authentication method is more applicable to the certification
system with a variety of measurements of different
management institutions. According to the security
authentication method designed in this paper, the
aggregation router provides the function of AP in the 802.1x
IEEE protocol, instead of measurement terminals sending the
access network request, the SCEP certificate issue request and
the certificate registration request. On the other hand,
certificate query and certificate revocation of measuring
terminals are not extended to the IEEE 802.1x protocol,
keeping in consistent with original SCEP protocol. In this
scheme the implementation is described as follow:
convergence router will send SCEP certificate query request
and revocation request from intelligent terminal to the front-
end router, and then the front-end router forwards them to
CA and LDAP server, so as to realize the two functions.

How the proposed design differs from the original SCEP
protocol will be discussed below, that are certificate

time, CA encrypts the ID and the certificate requests
operation number in meter’s SSC by PK, and then sends
the cipher text back to the smart electricity meter.

4. After receiving the CA/RA cipher text forwarded by
convergence router, the smart meter decrypts it by the
local private key and sends a MD5 fingerprint to CA/RA.

5. CA/RA receives the MD5 fingerprint and performs
verification. If the verification is successful, then the
certificate will be issued, while the issue will be failed if
the certification is not successful.

Fig.3 Design of network security
architecture and authentication

acquisition and certificate registration.
Fig.4 illustrates the flow chart of the
SCEP-based extended 802.1x IEEE
protocol authentication method,
taking the smart meter for example:
1. A smart meter sends access

request to the convergence router,
and then the convergence router
returns to the smart meter a request
to upload its ID and public key
PK.

2. The smart meter sends certification
issue request, and attaches its
own PK, ID, and a self-signed
certificate (Certificate Self-Signed,
SSC) generated according to the
ID and the PK.

3. CA/RA server receives the
certificate issue request forwarded
by the convergence router, and
verifies the meter’s SSC using PK,
and then issues a certificate if
successfully verified. At the same

Certificate registration request is relatively simple. A
certificate registration request sent from a smart meter,
forwarded by the convergence router to CA/RA, after the
consent of the CA/RA, certificate registration is successful.
Fig.5 is the process of the certificate registration.

Fig.4 Certificate acquisition flow chart
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4. Network measurement system design and preliminary
experiment

In the support of the above mentioned virtual private network
and large scale IPv6 measuring network, a network
measurement management system is designed in order to
achieve data acquisition from a variety of meters, identity
authentication and remote service purchase and management.

Firstly, optimize energy network routing for large-scale
measuring devices and network business; secondly, based on
6LoWPAN, manage mesh network, and manage IPv6 tunnel
and virtual network; and finally realize the preliminary
prototype management system, performing remote
management of metering devices.

4.1 ROUTING ALGORITHM DESIGN BASED ON DEGREE AND

WAITING TIME

This strategy is a local routing strategy, suitable for large
scale, highly flexible measuring network [12-14]. It takes into
account the effects of both dynamic factors and static factors
on routing efficiency, ensuring the maximum efficiency of
multi information flow transmission. This strategy considers
the characteristics that daily consumption of electricity of
various types of users will change with the time, so that it
adaptively adjusts parameters, fitting with the actual situation
better.
4.1.1 Strategy overview

The strategy process includes building a network model,
adding new energy information flow, searching the
destination node, passing the energy information flow, etc.
The flow chart is described as illustrated in Fig.6:
1. Establish network model. As energy internet is the

combination of the Internet and renewable energy [15-17],
energy Internet can be considered to have the same
network structure with the Internet. And the Internet is a
typical scale-free network, in order to ensure the general
case, this paper adopts the very classic BA network
model proposed by Barabási and Albert for simulation
[18].

2. Add new energy information flow. Starting from no load,
add R (T) energy information flow to the network each
time step, and each energy information flow randomly
selected source and destination nodes. Take it into
consideration that the actual electricity consumption will
appear peak and valley alternately, so the R (T) values
change over time. The period and the value refer to the

electricity peak valley division and charges method of
time price in China, specifically: peak period 8 hours (8:00
to 11:00, 18:00 to 23:00), flat section 8 hours (7:00 to 8:00,
11:00 to 18:00), valley section 8 hours (23:00 to 7:00). Peak
tariff is 150% of flat price, while valley price is 50% of flat
price. R (T) changes with time as expressed in
Equation (1):

30 8<t%T<11,18<t%T<23
R(t)= 20 7<t%T<8,11<t%T<18 ... (1)

10 t%T = 23,0<t%T<7
where % denotes residual operation, T=24. Newly
generated energy information flow will be added to the tail
of the source node queue. Each node’s queue contains
energy information flow both generated by itself and

Fig.5 Certificate registration flow chart

{

Fig.6 Routing strategy schematic
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transported from other nodes.
3. Search for the destination node. Each node processes

according to the first in first out (FIFO) and the path
interation avoidance (PIA) rules in the transmission of
energy information flow [14]. First, search its neighbors.
If there is a destination node in the neighborhood, the
energy information flow will be transported directly to the
destination node; if any of the neighbors is not the
destination node, next node is selected in accordance with
the selection probability of each node. The probability
calculation method will be analyzed in the next section.

4. Transfer energy information flow. The energy information
flow will be transferred to the selected node, and then
added to the tail of the node queue. The energy
information flow will disappear in the network after it
arrives at the destination node.
The following part details the core of this paper: the

determination of transmission probability between neighbor
nodes in information flow transmission.
4.1.2 Transmission probability calculation based on
degree and waiting time

As mentioned above, a global routing strategy has good
performance, but requires that each energy flow knows the
topology of the entire network, which is obviously not
suitable for large-scale networks. While although local
routing strategy performances slightly inferior, transfer occur
just needs to know the topology information of neighbors.
The calculation of the mentioned transmission probability in
the third step can generally be divided into two sorts: static–
information-based algorithm and dynamic-information-based
algorithm.
A. Static–information-based algorithm

In the local routing strategy, the static information refers
to the distribution of the degree of each node. In general, a
router with higher degree is a router with greater transmission
capacity, and is more important. Therefore, the node
transmission probability depends on the degree of this node.
The basic calculation of transmission probability based on
degree is expressed as follows:

li

j
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)log(
 ... (2)

where Pij  i is the probability of energy information flow
transmitted from node i to node j, kj represents the degree of
node j, g(i) represents the set of neighbors of node i. It can
be seen from equation (2) that the greater degree of a node
is, the bigger will be the probability of transmission
occurrence.
B. Dynamic-information-based algorithm

In local routing strategy, dynamic information may refer
to the length of the queue in the energy information flow of

each node at a time [19, 20]. However, considering the
different transmission capacity of nodes, nodes with bigger
transmission capability tend not to congest even if the queue
is longer. Therefore, in this article, dynamic information is
considered as the waiting time between an energy information
flow arriving at a node and being transferred again. It is
calculated by:
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where, tj is the time an energy information flow waiting at
node j. qj is the queue size of node when energy information
flow is being transmitted, changing with time. Cj is the
transmission capability of node j.

The basic calculation of transmission probability based
on waiting time can be expressed as:
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where e–tj is attenuation term. It is obvious that if a node
owns smaller tj, then it has lagger e–tj, and thus lager
transmission probability.
C. Degree-and-waiting-time-based algorithm

From the discussion of the above two sections, it can be
known that the degree and energy information waiting time
of a node both have effects on routing efficiency. Therefore,
we propose a transmission probability calculation method
based on the combination of degree and waiting time, tuning
the weight of these two through the adjustment of a
parameter . The transmission probability is calculated by:
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where  is a tuning variable with value range [0, 1]. It
determines the importance of degree and waiting time in the
chosen of energy information flow routing process. When 
is lager, energy information flow has a higher probability to
choose neighbour nodes with higher degree. While when 
is smaller, energy information flow tends to choose neighbor
nodes with lower degree. When =0, equation (5) becomes
static–information-based algorithm.

Considering the time energy information flow stays in the
net reflects scheduling efficiency of energy, more important,
the quality of the routing strategy. Therefore, takes the
average time  that energy information flow exists in the net
as an evaluation index. The smaller the  is, better will be
the routing strategy,  is calculated according to:

i
A
i T

A
T 1

1
 ... (6)

where A is the total number of energy information flow
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generated within a given period of time. Ti denotes the time
that a single piece of information flow transfers from source
node to destination node spends, including the transmission
time and the waiting time on the congested node. Obviously
if the network model and the routing strategy are determined,
the size of  only depends on  and R(t), namely .

For a routing strategy of this kind, usually an optimal 
can be found, such that the transmission efficiency is the
highest. However, due to that the actual value of R(T) will
change over time, each value of R(T) corresponds to a  which
gets the optimal transmission efficiency. So before the
execution of the strategy, firstly, we traverse  to calculate
the optimal  under a fixed R value to gain the highest
transmission efficiencies, denoted as min. Then during the
implementation of the strategy, parameter  is adaptive to R(t),
achieving the optimal transmission efficiency.
4.1.3 Routing algorithm performance simulation
A. Network model and simulation overview

The BA network model is adopted for the simulation. In
the model, node degree distribution p(k) has a power-law
characteristic, i.e. p(k)~k–v, with =3. Make model initial nodes
number m 0=3, and increase node number by m=3 for each
loop. The final nodes number is N=1000. The transmission
capacity of each node equals to the degree of the node,
namely Ci = ki. Simulation is based on win7 system, R2014a
MATLAB version.

Simulation is divided into the following steps:
1. Take different values of R, and calculate corresponding

min. Set R to 10, 20, 30 separately, and then transverse 
within the range of [0, 1] with step 0.1 to find the
corresponding min, and compare whether they are same
and change as R varies.

2. Take different values of , and make comparison of 
with same time step and different conditions. When
considering influence of degree only, it can be conducted
that =1, while when considering waiting time only, the
result is =0; when both factors are considered, form
equation (1), it can be seen that 20)( tR . Therefore, make

 the value of corresponding min when R=20,
representing the circumstance that  does not adapt to
R(t); when R(t) varies, make  take the value of
corresponding min, denoted as mix, representing the
transmission probability proposed in this paper.

B. Simulation results and analysis
Fig.7 shows that the traversal  of different values of R,

in which (a) (b) (c) corresponds to R=10, R=20, R=30,
respectively. Each subfigures in Fig.7 plots the relationship
between  and . Fig.7(a) shows all the simulation results,
while Fig.7(b) shows part of the results after amplification,
taking values of integer multiples of t=480. The curve in the
graph is obtained by spline interpolation function.

From Fig.7, when R=10, it can be seen that min=0.2 while
min=0.4 when R=20 and min=0.2 when R=30. It can also get
three conclusions:
1.  gets minimum value at neither =0 nor =1,denoting

that considering only dynamic or static information will
not be the optimal routing strategy, both leading to
prolonged transmission of energy information flow. Only
taking into account two factors and select the appropriate
parameters can result in maximum transmission efficiency.

2. min varies as R varies, denoting that different R
corresponds to different min, thus the routing strategy
proposed in this paper is reasonable and feasible.

3. Compare the curves of the two sides of min, it can be
observed that the value of  with  close to 1 is
significantly greater than that with  close to 0, denoting
that the dynamic information in the routing strategy
occupies a relatively important position.
Fig.8 illustrates the relationship between  and t under

different  values. Fig.8 (a) shows that, with the extension of
time, when =1,  value increased significantly, while in
other cases, the increase is obviously slowed down after 
reaches around 50, and has little difference from others. In
order to observe the  curves of these three cases more
clearly, this part of the curves is zoomed in, and the result is
shown in Fig.8(b). From Fig.8(b), we can see that

Fig.7 Relationship between and  with different R
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    mix. When =0 and =0.4, 
increases gradually, and the curve slope of the former is
greater than that of the latter, and when =mix, the curve is
basically stable, and the  variance is small. The gap
between the three curves increases gradually with time
extending. Therefore, it can be concluded that the routing
strategy proposed in this paper has a great improvement
compared to the pure static routing strategy, as well as
advantages over the pure dynamic routing strategy, which will
gradually increase over time. And for the routing strategy
itself, a changing  which is adapt to R performs better than
a single static .

Profile protocol set and interoperability standards. 802.11
technology is the mainstream technology of WLAN, featuring
in long communication distance. It can constitute the mesh
network, and expand the network coverage.

Through the analysis and comparison of the transmission
distance, application costs, and network’s physical
transmission capacity which is needed in meter information
collection and status estimation, of the above wireless
network technologies, the comprehensive utilization of
ZigBee and IEEE 802.11 technology is proposed, and
establishes a new network model in which three levels access
topology is formed with the backbone network.

Fig.8 Relationship between  and t under different  values

4.2 FOUR-IN-ONE-NETWORKED-METER MEASUREMENT SYSTEM

DESIGN

4.2.1. Establishment of a new network model
In the process of implementation, to ensure

communication ability and reduce cost, different wireless and
wired network technologies are analyzed, and the technology
which combines Zigbee and Wifi, and IPv4 and IPV6 is
proposed. ZigBee technology has a successful application in
electricity energy information collection and management
system. ZigBee alliance provides the ZigBee Smart Energy

TABLE 1: THREE-TIER ACCESS NETWORK

Parameters Meter Primary Backbone
concentrator concentrator

Wireless hardware ZigBee ZigBee+802 802+ fixed
network

Network protocol IPv4 IPv4 IPv4+v6
Position/placement Every Each 4/5 Each
interval househood layer substation/cell

The new network access structure will widely install low
cost ZigBee communication module in residential electricity
meters, for short distance data collection, remote control and
management. As the ZigBee signal transmission occlusion
within buildings, network coordinators (work as the primary
data concentrator) supporting ZigBee and 802.11 protocols
need to be placed in some residents’ smart meters or
intelligent ammeter boxes outdoor. As the shielding effect of
floors in the building for wireless signal is more serious, it is
difficult for ZigBee communication module to transmit directly
to data concentrator which is away with an interval of five
floors. Therefore, an 802.11 primary concentrator is deployed
every five layers. Taking into account that there are two ways
for a concentrator to connect to the backbone network, so
their location need to be carefully considered. For 802.11
concentrators accessing directly to the wired backbone, the
location should be convenient for network construction. For
those need other 802.11 access concentrators or relays to
access the backbone, the location should has less wireless
signal interference and different non-overlapping channels
(for example 802.11b in 1, 6, 11 is non-overlapping channels)
with WLAN device channels used by nearby residents, as
far as possible. Thus ensure the interconnection of multiple
primary 802.11 data concentrators, also avoid the interference
of the wireless network for home users.

Such a multi access mode has the following advantages:
(1) Primary concentrators become the gateway of metering
device communication net and backbone concentrator
communication net. It enables the isolation of communication
module or interface of the metering device, and backbone.
Thus the changes will not influence each other. (2) Different
devices use different network technologies, thus adjust
measures to local conditions, reducing the overall cost.
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Still take the example of a medium-scale residential cell
with 5000 households. It has 10 10kV substations and each
substation access to 500 users. The cell has 50 business
users. Suppose that the 50 business users are in a separate
two-story building, and the 500 households are distributed in
five 25-story high-rise buildings with 100 households in each
one. In accordance with the above mentioned network
architecture and implementation recommendations, the
required network equipment includes:

50 Business uses: one ZigBee module for every
household, and a primary concentrator for all.

Each high-rise building (100 households): a ZigBee module
for every household, 5 primary concentrators (25 layer/5=5).

The whole cell accesses a backbone concentrator.
Totally, 5050 ZigBee communication modules, six primary

concentrators, one backbone concentrator are needed. The
price of Zigbee modules is about tens of yuan, while that of
primary concentrator is thousands of yuan, backbone
concentrator ten thousands of yuan.

Therefore, the communication equipment cost of the
above network is about 20~30 million. The designed service
life of the equipment is eight to ten years and equipment cost
is only two to three million yuan each year, household
equipment cost is as low as tens of yuan, far less than the
cost of manual meter data acquisition. And the real-time load
data and reliability data of grid can be obtained, and realized
remote load management and control.
4.2.2. Design and implement a multi-meter-network
acquisition protocol based on SNMPv6

After the above access network is constructed, an
efficient and reliable intelligent meter data transmission
protocol is necessary for the real-time transmission of meter
state, electricity information, etc. Currently there is no unified
electricity energy meter communication protocol
specifications, mainstream meter specification is the DL/T 645
and its various extended version. The system specifications
includes Zhejiang (Guangdong) system specifications, the
national electric system specifications, Shanghai system
specification, DL/T 719-2000 (IEC 60870-5-102) and the derived
versions of 102 statute, etc. The emergence of international
standard IEC 62056 “the electric energy metering – data
exchange of meter data acquisition, tariff and load control
“series solved the above problems. It defines object identifier
(OBSI) from the perspective of communication, and
establishes interface model of instruments, unifying
communication protocol based on open system
interconnection model – device language message
specification (DLMS). Therefore, collect information using

IEC62056 as the basis and standard is reasonable and feasible.
Considering that there will be a larger number of meters, IPv6
protocol will be utilized in the future. Therefore, the design of
the protocol of data acquisition and management will use IPv6
protocol and develope on the basis of SNMPv6 protocol.

The basic idea is to consider all meters and concentrators
as network equipment and utilize management mechanism to
collect information, and the meters can initiatively inform the
concentrator when various events occur. The specific method
is: send polling measurement information at regular intervals;
send the state changes, the possible fault information and
other abnormal information as trap.

Through the analysis of the nature and function of meter
data, it can be known that the reliabilities and priorities of
different kinds of data are different. This makes it possible to
use the network transmission capacity reasonably, and reduce
the number of trap, and compress the number of packets to
send. The key method is trap merging mechanism. The
unimportant traps are not sent and processed immediately
after generation, but after a predetermined delay. Each PDU
includes only one trap message. The format is: time, traps
generated within this period of time merging together to send.
Thus reduces the number of packets to send, and reduces
the occupation of the channel, greatly reducing the impact of
data transmission on network resources. General trap message
format is shown as in Fig.9.

Where the fields of PDU type and Agent Addr are the
same for the same sending device. Thus if transmitted using
combined method, only needs to send it once, reducing
redundant data occupying the network bandwidth resources.
The combined trap packages require a small number of
changes, which allows managers to split the original trap
message for processing and storage. The method taken is that
using original unused field to store information, and
modifying the variable bindings to indicate the location of
different traps. The main processing procedures are:
1. According to the measurement requirements, dynamically

determine data priority, and classify the data in
accordance with the priority. Based on the remote control
information and rules of the electric energy metering
center, the data of smart electric meter collected by the
network should be assigned on different priorities. The
electricity metering data of fixed intervals is classified as
a general priority; the terminal alarm information is
classified as important information; the terminal fault and
power down state information are classified as emergency
information.

2. Transfer the classified measuring device data into SNMP
report packet format. First, the packet is compressed by

Fig.9 General trap message format
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LZW algorithm, and then the compressed data and
priority information are encapsulated together as SNMP
reporting message.

3. Adaptive packet merging and transmission, which is
further divided into the following steps:
(a) When need to collect measuring devices information

through the network, check its priority, if it is a general
priority message, start the timer and go to step (3D);
otherwise go to step (3B).

(b) Determine whether it is important information. If so,
send the message and require the receiver to send
receipt, and then return to step (3A). Otherwise go to
step (3C).

(c) Send emergency message.
(d) Determine whether the timer times out. If not, turn

back to step (3A). If so, merge all the general
information into a whole SNMP report message before
the timeout is sent. In the traditional trap, each
message needs to be sent to the manager. The data
part is 86 bytes, and message header information
needs extra 50 bytes.

For the cell discussed above, if 5% of the information
needs to send trap, then about 500 thousand trap messages
are produced per day. when transmitted directly, the amount
of data is: 500000*136 bytes = 68000000 bytes, about 68MB.
Assume that the messages are divided into 3 levels in terms
of importance and timeliness requirements, and the proportion
is emergency: general: no emergency =1:2:7. Then the no
emergency information merges every five pieces. Thus the no
emergency information forms a 960 bytes message, and
through the compression of LZW algorithm, the message sent
is 320 bytes, actually.

Calculate the amount of data sent by the new data
acquisition protocol:

500 thousand packets fall into 50 thousand packets of
emergency, 100 thousand packets of general, 350 thousand
packets of no emergency which are merged into 70 thousand
packets. The total number of packets is reduced from 500
thousand to 220 thousand, and the amount of data
transmitted is reduced to about 40%.
4.3 PRELIMINARY EXPERIMENT

This experiment aims at the function expansion and
testing of the display of mesh structure network topology.
The network topology update and the meter data acquisition
are automatically carried out in the background. When the
network topology is updated, the automatic acquisition of the
meter data is stopped, and is not started again until the
network topology update is completed.

The experiment is conducted with ASUS K751L, Windows
8.1. Use Java servlet for development, Tomcat 7.0 server and
MySQL database. The initial page of the system is shown in
Fig.10.

The hierarchical topology of the mesh network composed
of several meters is studied. A close-up is shown in Fig.11.
Each meter is clickable, and the latest data will be displayed
when click on a meter.

When click on any electricity meters in topology, device
parameter area will display the latest data, as shown in Fig.12.

Fig.10 Initial page

Fig.11 Close-up of the topology

Fig.12 Meter data acquisition

5. Conclusions
In this paper, metering needs of a variety of public services
such as electricity, water, piped natural gas, central heating
are analyzed, and then find the problems in manual
measurement. Aiming at the deficiency of the artificial way, a
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new mechanism of using the networked metering devices is
put forward. Furthermore, based on the general network
measurement mechanism, a detailed method is proposed
through analysis, which is utilizing communication network
of electricity as the public communication network for various
measuring devices, wireless mesh network formed by
measuring devices, virtual private networks constituted by
the power company’s network, and access mode to metering
network based on certificate of SCEP protocols and devices.

Under the new networked measuring mechanism, a
routing optimization strategy is designed, as well as a data
acquisition protocol based on IPv6 and a mesh network
management system. At last, a preliminary experiment has
been carried out. Experimental results show that the control
of multi measurement devices, topology discovery and data
acquisition can be realized through the network, realizing the
multi-meter networked data acquisition system.
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